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Abstract- This paper presents the development of spreadsheet software at SIUC for the design of pipes, pipes 

systems, pipe networks, uniform flow in open channels, critical flow in open channels, and gradually-varied flow in 

open channels and the modules developed.  Each module has relevant course material such as examples, projects, 

handouts, and notes, all key factors in the implementation of a computer-assisted method of instruction in the 

classroom.  The overall design concept is to provide a user-friendly format for studying the application of the design 

theory presented in lecture.  Most of the design problems assigned in the Hydraulic Engineering Design course (CE 

474) involve tedious and time-consuming calculations; many require numerous trial-and-error procedures.  

Additionally, just a small change in the configuration of the problem to be analyzed requires repetition of the original 

procedure.  These are some of the reasons why a computer-assisted method is so critical in enabling students to 

simulate a variety of realistic problems. 
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MODULES 

The following spreadsheet computer software modules for the simulation and analysis of Hydraulic Engineering 

Systems were created and distributed to the students enrolled in the course CE 474 Hydraulic Engineering Design 

starting the fall 2005.  

♦ friction losses in pipe flow,  

♦ parallel systems in pipes,  

♦ branching pipes,  

♦ pipe networks,  

♦ unsteady flow in pipes,  

♦ uniform flow in open channel flow, 

♦ critical flow in open channel flow,  

♦ gradually varied flow in open channel flow. 
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A brief description of some of these modules [Bravo, 2005], its importance, and application is described below. 

1. Calculation of friction losses  

The module developed allows the calculation of the friction factor using equation 1and the plot of the friction factor 

versus the Reynolds Number.  Multiple values of the relative roughness can create a graph like the one presented in 

figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Plotting of the friction factor f vs. Reynold’s number 

The students benefit for the quick calculation, no need to have a textbook handy, and for  reviewing many aspects 

about plotting such as the logarithmic scale. 

2. Pipes connected in series 

At this point the concept of the K factor for pipe flow is introduced to simplify the calculation and avoid the 

cumbersome writing of long equations. The “K” factor is a measure of the capacity of the cross section to convey a 

fluid. To factor K using the Darcy Weisbach approach is calculated using equation 2: 
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DARCY-WEISBACH FORMULAS: 
2
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For complete turbulent flow the friction factor is considered constant and is calculated using equation 3:
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For the Hazen-Williams formula in the Metric system, the factor K is calculated using equation 4: 
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For the Hazen-Williams formula in the English system, the factor K is calculated using equation 5: 
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The module for the pipe in series allows the calculation of the K factors. In many practical problems the discharge is 

unknown and the friction factor is initially approximated. The spreadsheets developed for the calculations are 

presented in figure 2and figure 3. The students benefit for the speedy calculation, and the possibilities to study the 

effects of changing the geometry of the pipes. 

 

Figure 2. Determination of the K factors when discharge Q is known 

3. Pipe systems connected in parallel 

The module developed for this unit consists of spreadsheet to calculate the percentage of flow passing through each 

branch. Using the proportions of the flow assuming a head loss, the actual flow is determined. Both cases, when the 

discharge is known, and when the discharge is unknown, are covered in the examples. The students benefit by the 

speedy calculation, verification of assumption, and introduction of the relative error as a measure of acceptance or 

tolerance of the approximation. Figure 3, shows the calculation of the flow rate in a system of three parallel pipes. 
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Figure 3. Determination of the K factors when discharge Q is unknown 

 

Figure 4. Calculation of the flow in a parallel system of three pipes 

4. Pipe branching 

Based on the principles of mass conservation and that at any junction all the pipes converging to that junction must 

have the same piezometric head at that junction, spreadsheets to determine the discharges in the branching pipes 

system were developed. 
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For example, a system of branching pipes as the one shown in figure 5 can be solved in a graphical form as shown in 

figure 6, figure 7, and figure 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. System of branching pipes 

 

Figure 6. Determination of the flow rate in branching pipes 
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Figure 7. Graphical Solution using Q in and Q out 

 

Figure 8. Graphical solution using the ΣQ at the node 

5. Pipe networks (including fix grade nodes and pumps) 

The spreadsheets modules were developed to determine the discharge in pipe networks. For simplicity only the first 

iteration of a simple pipe network as the one shown in figure 9, is presented in this paper. The file created contains 

four iterations. Also the pipes that are common to two loops are presented colored in the original file to help the 

students to recognize the problem of applying the correction for both loops. Similar files were created to include fix 

grade nodes and pumps with constant head. 
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Figure 9. Pipe network example 

Table 1. Pipe properties for the network of figure 9 
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Figure 10. First iteration of the pipe network shown in figure 9 

6. Uniform and critical flow in open channel 

The Depth of the Channel that satisfies the equation is called Uniform or Normal Depth ( nd ). Calculating the 

Normal Depth requires the solution of an equation that many times is done by the traditional trial and error 

procedure. The spreadsheets developed allow the calculation of the normal depth by approximation, using the Goal 

Seek tool, and using the Solver tool in Excel. The determination of the critical depth ( cd ) also requires most of the 

time the trail and error procedure. The spreadsheets developed allow the calculation of the normal and critical depth 

by approximation, using the Goal Seek tool, and using the Solver tool in Excel. The example presented in figure 11 

illustrate the iteration procedure, figure 12 illustrates the use of goal seek and solver for the determination of the 

normal depth, and figure 13 illustrates the use of goal seek and solver for the determination of the critical depth. The 

figures of the cross sections are embedded in the spreadsheet. 
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Figure 11. Example of the calculation of normal and critical depth of a trapezoidal cross section channel 

using iteration procedure. 

 
Figure 12. Example determination of normal depth in a trapezoidal cross section channel with the 

same side slope using the tools solver and goal seek. 
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Figure 13. Example determination of critical depth in a trapezoidal cross section channel with the 

same side slope using the tools solver and goal seek. 

7. Gradually Varied Flow in Open Channel 

The study of gradually varied flow and the water surface profile calculation is done using  two methods: 

a. Direct Step Method 

b. Standard Step Method 

Spreadsheets for each one of these methods were developed. The calculation of the water surface profile using the 

Direct Step Method for a trapezoidal section channel that empties to a lake with a given depth is presented as a 

sample of the module developed. Figure 14 shows the first step of the calculation, that is, the determination of the 

type of flow in the channel by the calculation of the normal and critical depth. Figure 15 presents the calculation of 

the water surface profile performed with steps increments of 0.2 m. Figure 16 shows the calculation procedure in one 

step. The results of the calculation are better described in a graph; figure 17 presents the calculation of the water 

surface profile for the sample problem, and figure 18 shows the plotting of the water surface profile. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Since the fall semester of 2005, the modules developed have been delivered to the students enrolled in CE 474 as 

part of the course material. The students have responded very enthusiastically to this insertion as reflected in the exit 

senior evaluation for the instructor of the course. Also, the modules were used for the students for solving 

assignments close to real problems and the students have shown more interest in the subject. The insertion of the 

modules has motivated the students to create similar spreadsheets for other type of calculations in other areas such as 

structures, concrete, etc. Currently, a survey questionnaire is being developed to quantify the success of the insertion 

of the modules in the course. 
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Figure 14. Determination of the type of flow 
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Figure 15. Direct Step Method Calculation with a depth changing every 0.2 m 

 

Figure 16. Direct Step Method Calculation in one Step 

 

Figure 17. Calculation for drawing the water surface profile 
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Figure 18. Water surface profile graph 
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